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The ProVIEW system allows us to view accurate, real 
time WIP inventory — allowing for leaner management 
of assembly and delivery operations. We always know 
where our parts and containers are without having  
to send someone out to look for them!

– Bradford St. Louis, Whirlpool Corporation
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ProVIEW: The Future of Manufacturing 
 
ProVIEW: Unlock the Opportunity 
Finally, there is a solution to replace the 40-year old process of manually placing paper labels on the literally millions of containers, 
carts, and sub-assemblies flowing through factories every day with simple, cost-effective wireless displays   — it’s Omni-ID’s complete 
hardware and software solution — ProVIEW. Omni-ID’s new ProVIEW Visual eKanban product line is unique in the market and has 
sparked immediate interest among the world’s largest manufacturers. 

The system is being utilized today in Fortune 100 manufacturing facilities in three key applications: supply chain, work in process 
and build instructions. In fact, wherever paper labels are used to provide instructions or information on a recurring basis — it’s an 
opportunity to improve a process, collect more data and/or improve your cost structure with ProVIEW. 

Incredibly, investment in the ProVIEW system is usually justified within 18 to 24 months through the elimination of hard paper and 
printing costs rather than vague promises of efficiencies and soft cost reductions. But the paper cost savings are just the start of 
the benefits: electronic inventory and location tracking, real-time control, data acquisition, and improvements in operations times 
are available — with minimal disruption to existing processes. With the industry’s broadest product line of industrial auto-ID tags 
and strong software and installation capabilities, Omni-ID can offer a true turnkey and quality solution for most all supply chain 
automation and asset tracking challenges.

 
Real World Process Improvements

Build Instructions — Engine Plant 
This engine plant builds high performance engines for long haul trucks. Each 
engine ordered requires a level of customization and tuning, accomplished 
through a printed set of instructions called a Build Book which guides the 
operators in filling the order. A build book can be between 40 and 65 pages of 
instructions. These books are printed at a third party site from source information 
extracted from the MES system. They arrive on pallets in banker’s boxes each day 
for the following day builds and are hung on engine blocks at the start of the 
assembly process. They are manually marked up throughout the process and QA 
inspectors will add stickers and flags to the blocks to indicate non-conformance 
or rework required. 

 



Work In Process — Item Counts, Track and Trace for Appliance Manufacturer 
This is the largest washing machine manufacturing plant in the world. While they use 
visual practices and KANBAN principles to make their products, much of the scheduling, 
item counts and production planning supporting the process is fundamentally manual. 
The scope for waste and imbalance in work in process inventory is tremendous 
and workers on the floor recognize potential savings. When a quality issue occurs, 
often from paint defects, scratches or dents, the entire batch must be located and 
quarantined to ensure these defects do not make it to assembly or ultimately the 
customer … but with 4 million square feet of work in process inventory this can be a 
challenge to execute!

Costs for managing WIP:

• Paper labels printed and hung on every cycling material rack

• Full time assistant production planners doing daily item counts

• QA inspectors identifying, finding and quarantining defects and rework 

• All of these costs are dwarfed by the impact of line stoppage due to parts shortages, working capital tied up in  
unneeded WIP between stations and the safety issues of having people running around and crawling though  
rack stacks in a very busy and fluid plant. 

Other benefits:

• Track and trace parts required for batch builds

• Automatic labeling of quality errors and rework instructions (enhanced QA)

• More flexible and responsive assembly, can repurpose parts destinations

• Data for advanced analytics on operator and process efficiency

Unlike paper and other traditional electronic tagging solutions, Omni-ID’s ProVIEW is an IoT solution that 
gives us the ability to not only track our materials, but control the process flows. The process visibility and 
control that the system provides has created a number of efficiencies for us — not to mention the savings 
from the paper alone. We’re now expanding to several other manufacturing lines within our facility.

– Robert Hyden, Detroit’s IT Manager
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Benefits

• Track and trace of engines and their current build state 
– Note that once the unit diverges from process for  
 rework or inspection visibility is lost

• Automatic capture of quality errors and rework (enhanced 
QA and warranty records) 
– Paper record and operator notes currently are not  
 captured in system

• Elimination of additional cost of paper tickets, flags  
and stickers

• More flexible and responsive assembly  
– Eliminates static paper 72 hour lead time, order   
 rescheduling is immediate and automatic

• Data for advanced analytics on operator efficiency, time 
costs of specific steps

• Direct cost savings of build books (hundreds of  
thousands of dollars per year)
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Return on Investment

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Removing paper, ink and toner from your process not only allows you to be leaner and greener — 
it will create a significant cost savings in your business. Think about this: one of our automotive customers prints nearly 36 
million paper labels in one year. Between the costs of paper, printers, ink, maintenance and labor to place the cards — the 
ROI on the ProVIEW system was calculated to be only 16 months! That calculation doesn’t even include the benefits gained 
from better data collection, real-time location for loss prevention or improved inventory management. 

It’s All About the Data: How difficult is it for you today to harvest accurate data about the efficiencies of your process, 
what you have in inventory or work in process? Do you know what is happening from the time that materials enter your 
facility and when they leave? ProVIEW is about Process View, providing the visibility that you need into your process with 
real-time data that allows you to see where exactly materials are in the process, what you have in inventory at a moment’s 
notice. Imagine: 100% reception of goods, loss prevention (most of our customers were losing up to 20% of containers) 
and the power to gather 10× more data automatically!

The Power of Visual Cues: For years, different forms of auto-ID solutions (i.e., barcodes, RFID) have been tried to assist in 
the process — but they have not been effective at completely replacing paper because they’re missing a key element — 
visual cues. Studies by educational researchers suggest that approximately 83% of human learning occurs visually, and the 
remaining 17% through the other senses1. What that means is that more than 80% of errors are typically eliminated when 
visual instructions are present2.

Demonstrated Success 
Interested in finding out more? Omni-ID can provide a turnkey solution including the largest line of RFID products, hardware and 
software along with the professional services to architect and deploy a complete ProVIEW system solution. To find out more about our 
installed Fortune 100 customers (tours and references are available!) and their success stories — contact us today!

 

1. OSHA Occupational Safety & Health Administration U.S. Department of Labor  
2. Greif, M.. The Visual Factory: Building Participation Through Shared Information (Portland, Oregon: Productivity Press, 1995) 

Visit www.omni-id.com to learn more about
the complete line of Omni-ID RFID products.
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